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By Enrique Enriquez

Eyecorner Press, United States, 2012. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.In these 2 volumes Enrique gathers fresh voices and sharp
tongues to speak of the art of Tarot as the art of living magically. Forty-seven tarot luminaries
(readers, historians, philosophers, magicians, and scientists alike) gather here to offer unique
perspectives on what we can think of as divination with bones, human bones. Artists, deck creators,
and modern-day neo-platonists follow Enrique s lead, letting themselves be enchanted by the piper
at the gate of games. Some of the central questions that Enrique deals with are: do we read for the
symbol, or the image? Do we read for the narrative that the cards create or their potential for
transformation? Do we read for the plot, the poetry, or the formal properties? We find Enrique
holding the torch and asking everybody the same questions: how do we experience the tarot?
Through symbolic readings or through interacting with the image? While it is clear that he goes
with the latter, he gives everyone a chance to state their preferences. But he doesn t stop there. He
wants to see what the argument is for such...
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ReviewsReviews

This is basically the finest publication i actually have go through till now. We have read and i also am confident that i am going to likely to read through
again once more in the foreseeable future. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Pr of . Adell Lubowitz-- Pr of . Adell Lubowitz

This publication will never be e ortless to get started on reading through but very entertaining to read through. It normally is not going to expense too
much. I discovered this publication from my dad and i encouraged this book to find out.
-- O tilia  Schinner-- O tilia  Schinner
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